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Wepresent a novel approach for the estimation of a person's overall body orientation, 3D shape and texture, from
overlapping cameras. A distinguishing aspect of our approach is the use of spherical harmonics for 3D shape- and
texture-representation; it offers a compact, low-dimensional representation,which elegantly copeswith rotation
estimation. The estimation process alternates between the estimation of texture, orientation and shape. Texture
is estimated by sampling image intensities with the predicted 3D shape (i.e. torso and head) and the predicted
orientation, from the last time step. Orientation (i.e. rotation around torsomajor axis) is estimated byminimizing
the difference between a learned texture model in a canonical orientation and the current texture estimate. The
newly estimated orientation allows to update the 3D shape estimate, taking into account the new 3D shapemea-
surement obtained by volume carving.
We investigate various components of our approach in experiments on synthetic and real-world data. We show
that our proposed method has lower orientation estimation error than other methods that use fixed 3D shape
models, for data involving persons.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

A person's overall body orientation (i.e. rotation around 3D torso
major axis, facing direction) conveys important information about the
person's current activity and focus of attention. In this paper, we focus
on the estimation of overall person body orientation from few, overlap-
ping cameras. To obtain amore accurate orientation estimate, we jointly
estimate it with a 3D shape and texture representation of a person's
torso-head, under a rigidity assumption. By projection onto a basis of
Spherical Harmonics (SH), a low dimensional appearance model is cre-
ated that can cope with object deformations while retaining the spatial
information captured in a textured 3D representation. By comparing the
texture model of the person at consecutive points in time, the relative
body orientation can be estimated elegantly by using the properties of
the SH. This in turn allows to update the 3D shape and texture model
of a person.

Apart from facilitating an accurate orientation estimate, the pro-
posed 3D shape and texture model furthermore has the potential to
offer improved track disambiguation in a multiple person scenario,
compared to less descriptive 2D view-basedmodels. The 3D representa-
tion could also provide an initialization for applications aiming at full ar-
ticulated 3D pose recovery.
Lijun Yin.
avrila@uva.nl (D.M. Gavrila).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss the related work. Section 3 starts with an overview of the pro-
posed approach and the basic properties of spherical harmonics. There-
after, it describes the estimation of texture, orientation, and shape in
alternating fashion. In Section 4, we present experimental results on
both artificial and real-world datasets. We conclude and suggest direc-
tions for future work in Section 5.

2. Related work

Extensive research has been performed in the areas of person ap-
pearance modeling [1–5], 3D body shape modeling [6–9] and pose esti-
mation [8–16]. This section focuses on the work that we consider to be
most closely related to our paper.

Modeling person appearance is most commonly done based on sin-
gle view information. Color histograms representing the full extent of a
person's appearance are often used [1,17], while more sophisticated
methods split a single person's appearance up into several layers, incor-
porating some spatial information in the descriptor [18,19]. More recent
methods make use of ensembles of different features to be more robust
and cover different aspects of persons' appearance like color and texture
information [2,3].

Viewpoint invariance is addressed byGray et al. [4], where AdaBoost
is used to learn a good set of spatial and color features for representing
persons. Some approaches combine histograms created at multiple
viewpoints (e.g. Liem and Gavrila [18]). Others try estimating the full
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body texture of a person by projecting the person's appearance onto a
3D structure like a cylinder (e.g. Gandhi and Trivedi [5]). These multi-
view types of methods provide robustness to perception from different
angles, while the use of full body textures also maintains the spatial
properties of the appearance per view.

Since the humanbody shape is largely non-rigid,modeling body tex-
ture is not straightforward. As we will see in the experiments, mapping
the texture of a non-rigid shape onto a rigid object as done by Gandhi
and Trivedi [5] may result in instable textures over time, introducing ar-
tifacts into learned texture models and making it hard to accurately
compare body textures over time. Using a more accurate estimate of
the 3D object shape could help in creating more discriminative appear-
ance models.

Some research has specifically aimed to generate amore accurate 3D
reconstruction of the visual hull of objects, computed using shape-from-
silhouette methods. Kutulakos and Seitz [20] compute an improved
voxel model of the visual hull by coloring all voxels using the camera
views and checking color consistency among cameras for each voxel,
eliminating inconsistent voxels. Cheung et al. [21] present a method
for aligning rigid objects in multiple time steps and reconstructing an
object using information from multiple time instances. Translation and
rotation are estimated by matching and aligning colored surface points
over time. By transforming the camera viewpoints according to the es-
timated transformation, new virtual viewpoints are created extending
the number of viewpoints usable for shape-from-silhouette methods.

Mitzel and Leibe [7] learn a 3D shape model of a person over time
based on stereo depth data. Using the Iterative-Closest-Point (ICP) algo-
rithm, the model is aligned with the stereo data at each time step en-
abling person tracking and updating the model.

An alternative approach is to estimate fully articulated 3D body pose,
either by lifting 2D part-based body models [10,16] or by using 3D
models directly [11,8,9]. This approach can in principle provide accurate
3D body shape and texture models, but is computationally expensive
and is hard to apply in uncontrolled, complex environments (e.g. dy-
namic background, multiple persons).

Somework has been done on estimating the body facing direction of
persons without estimating the full articulated pose. Several 2D single
frame approaches combine orientation-specific person detectors
[12–14], while work by Chen and Odobez [15] estimates body and
head pose in batch mode, coupling the output of underlying classifiers.
These methods offer an absolute orientation estimate with respect to
some global reference frame. In Gandhi and Trivedi [5], texture sampled
from a cylinder surrounding a person is shifted along the rotational axis
in a generate-and-test fashion to find the best matching orientation.

SH have been used in order to perform face recognition under vary-
ing lighting conditions (e.g. Yue et al. [22]). Representing 3D objects by
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Fig. 1. Overview of the appearance modelin
projecting them onto an SH basis has been researched mainly with re-
spect to exemplar based 3D object retrieval. A collection of rotationally
invariant 3D object descriptors has been compared by Bustos et al. [23].
Recently, an SH decomposition of a 3D extension of the HOG descriptor
was presented by Liu et al. [24]. Makadia et al. [25] present a method
for the registration of 3D point clouds that uses an SH representation
of Extended Gaussian Images (EGI) to estimate the difference in orien-
tation between point clouds. Several rotation invariant 3D surface
shape descriptors have been compared by Huang et al. [6], for the pur-
pose of finding matching poses in sequences with high quality 3D data.

3. Appearance modeling and orientation estimation

3.1. Overview

Fig. 1 gives a schematic overview of the proposed procedure for
person appearance modeling and orientation estimation. Appearance
is modeled as the combination of a 3D shape model and a texture
model. We take an intermediate approach between modeling a person
using a fixed body shape and doing full articulated pose estimation.
We estimate the largest rigid partition (core) of the body over time by
regarding all non-rigid elements of the human body (arms, legs) as
‘noise’ around the rigid body core (torso-head).

The preprocessing step uses multi-camera data to compute a volu-
metric 3D reconstruction of the scene. A person detection and tracking
system localizes the person of interest, and the volume corresponding
to this person is segmented from the volume space. In the next step,
an SH based shapemeasurement is created by using the segmented vol-
ume (Section 3.3.2). Furthermore, an SH based texture measurement is
computed by using the learned shape model and Kalman filtered orien-
tation estimate from the previous time step t-1 (Section 3.3.1). Using an
EM-like optimization scheme, an optimized orientationmeasurement is
computed by iteratively comparing the texture measurement to the
learned texture model from t-1, and adjusting the shape model's orien-
tation to compute an improved texture measurement (Section 3.3.3).
When the orientation measurement has converged, it is used to correct
the Kalman filtered orientation estimate from t-1, and the SH shape and
texture models from t-1 are updated making use of the shape and tex-
ture measurements and the estimated orientation.

Ourmain contribution is a method for estimating a person's relative
body orientation while simultaneously generating a basic model of the
person's shape and texture. The estimate is made on a per-frame basis
using an on-line learned appearance model consisting of low dimen-
sional SH shape and texture representations. By using SH as a basis, ori-
entation estimation can be performed elegantly, without the need of
explicitly testing for different orientations and without a constraint on
EM-like
texture and
orientation
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themaximumangular difference at successive image frames. The taking
advantage of texture information and the SH formulation differentiates
our approach from [7,25]. This paper is based on our earlier work [26].

3.2. Spherical harmonics

In order to simplify the estimation of a person's orientation at time t
based on a shape model St and texture model T t , we represent both in
the linear space of Spherical Harmonics (SH). SH are the equivalent of
Fourier transformations on a 3D sphere; they decompose a spherical
function f(u, v) (a function defined on the surface of a sphere) into a
linear combination of orthonormal spherical basis functions. An SH
subspace consists of L + 1 bands each characterized by l, 0 ≤ l ≤ L,
and M components (spherical basis functions) per band. For a certain
band l there are M = 2l + 1 components m in the range [− l, l]. If a 3D
shape can be represented as a spherical function fS by extruding a
sphere along vertices (u, v), the SH decomposition of fS can be seen as
a linear combination of canonical shapes of which Fig. 2(a) shows the
first 3 bands (9 components). Analogous, the SHdecomposition of a tex-
ture represented by fT as gray values at vertices (u, v) can be seen as a
linear combination of textured spheres seen in Fig. 2(b).

The SH decomposition of a spherical function f computes SH param-
eters A, where Al,m is the weight of componentm in band l. SH compo-
nents with m b 0 are rotated 90/m degrees around the vertical axis
compared to their positive counterparts labeled by |m|, as can be seen
in Fig. 2. It is therefore common practice to merge the positive and neg-
ative order harmonicsAl,m andAl,−m into a complex itemAl;m as follows:

Al;m ¼ Al;m þ iAl;−m
; ð1Þ

where i is the imaginary unit. For m = 0, the imaginary part is 0. Since
here 0 ≤m ≤ l, this leaves l+ 1 parameters per band. A reconstruction
SFA of the original function f can be computed from the parametersA as
a weighted sum of the SH basis functions (much like the spectral com-
ponents of a Fourier decomposition are used in the Fourier reconstruc-
tion). In practice we use a limited number of bands such that SFA is a
band limited approximation of f. More details on SH and how to decom-
pose a spherical function into SH components can be found in [27].

An interesting property of SH is that they are rotationally covariant.
This means that rotating a 3D object and then projecting it onto an SH
subspace gives exactly the same result as if the objectwasfirst projected
onto an SH subspace and then rotated. Furthermore, the properties of
the spherical basis functions and the rules of orthogonality make SH ro-
tation a linear operation in which components between bands do not
interact. The change in Al;m is especially simple for rotations on the
a) SH components for geometric
deformation

b
(

Fig. 2. Spherical basis functions for the first three SH bands (L= 2). SH components can be visu
texture (gray values visualized using a gradient map).
vertical axis that interest us the most. As suggested in [28], the vertical
axis rotation over ϕ of a spherical function represented by SH can be
represented simply as

Bl;m ¼ Al;me−imϕ
: ð2Þ

HereAl;m is theweight of componentm in band l before rotation, i is
the imaginary unit andBl,m is theweight of componentm in band l after
rotation over angle ϕ. The non-complex SH parameters Bl,m and Bl,−m

can be computed by taking the real part and the imaginary part of the
complex SH parameters, respectively. For notational simplicity, we
will sometimes leave out the superscript l,mwhen describing the rota-
tion of a complete SH object and use Aϕ to denote B. In those cases,
the SH rotation operator is assumed to be applied to all components
l, m of A.

In case an SH parametrization A and B of same object is given, the
rotation ϕ between them can be found by minimizing the following
sum squared error (SSE) for ϕ using a quasi-Newton approach like
BFGS [28]:

X
1≤ l≤L

X
1≤m≤ l

Al;me−imϕ−Bl;m
� �2

: ð3Þ

The 0th component of every band is not needed for this estimation
since it is not influenced by rotation.

3.3. 3D shape, texture and orientation estimation

At each time step t, C images It
1 : C are captured from C different,

overlapping viewpoints. In the experiments, C=3. Foreground estima-
tion is done for each image and a volumetric reconstruction of the scene
is created by using volume carving. Person detection and tracking is per-
formed in the reconstructed volume space, using the RCTA+methodde-
scribed in [29]. This method divides the volume space into individual
person hypotheses and performs tracking and detection by solving the
assignment problem between known person tracks and individual hy-
potheses for each time step. The visual hull H of the person of interest
is determined by selecting all voxels within a 1mdiameter cylinder, po-
sitioned at the person's location estimated by RCTA+. The measured
person position x̂t is the center of mass ofH and is computed as the cen-
ter of the principal axis of H. A constant acceleration Kalman filter is
used to filter x̂t over time and gives the filtered person position xt.

In order to use SH to model the person's shape, H is transformed
into spherical shape function fS. To create fS, a unit sphere is centered
on the person location xt and the sphere's surface is discretized into a
) SH components for gray values
using a gradient map)

alized by representing spherical function f (a) as a deformation of a sphere (a) or (b) as a
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uniformly distributed set of surface points (in our experiments we use
55 × 55 surface points). For each surface point (u, v), a ray r is cast
from xt, through (u, v). The spherical function is defined by fS(u, v) =
d, where d is the distance between xt and the most distant voxel in H
along r. This is similar to the method described in [30] except that, in
order to maintain rotational information, we do not normalize the 3D
shape. To compensate for the fact that volume carving tends to overes-
timate the shape, the spherical function is scaled down 10% to prevent
sampling of the texture outside the object during texture generation.

A sampled texture consists of a spherical texture function fT, created
by projecting the surface points of a shape function fS onto images It1 : C

and sampling the image values at these locations. Texture is only sam-
pled from image regions containing foreground and the color of surface
points visible in multiple cameras is averaged over these cameras.

The goal is to model the person's appearance, consisting of an SH
shape model St and an SH texture model T t , and estimate the person's
orientation ϕt (rotation along the vertical axis) based on the estimated
appearance.

Algorithm1 describes the SH based appearancemodeling and orien-
tation estimation method. The different parts of this method will be ex-
plained in the following sub-sections.

3.3.1. Texture estimation
First, a constant acceleration Kalman filter is used to get a prediction

ϕt
− of person orientation ϕt based on ϕt − 1. Using the shapemodelSt−1

from the previous time step, the SH texture measurement T̂ t at time t is
computed and the person's orientation ϕt is estimated by using this
measurement.

Algorithm 1. Appearance modeling and orientation estimation.

Texture function fT at t is created by using a rotated spherical shape
function SFSϕ reconstructed from the SH shape model Sϕ

t−1, acquired
by rotating St−1 using the predicted orientation ϕt

− as follows:

Sϕ
t−1 ¼ St−1e

imϕ−
t : ð4Þ

See also line 9 of Algorithm 1. The exponent in Eq. (4) has been negated
in order to rotate St−1 with negative orientation angle −ϕt

−.
When positioned at xt, SFSϕ 's discretized surface points can be used
to sample the person's texture from images It1 : C. Texture regions with-
out color information due to occlusions or sampling outside the fore-
ground regions are filled by using the average color along horizontal
scanning lines over the texture. This way, artifacts in the SH texture rep-
resentation due to lacking information are prevented while vertical
color variance ismaintained in the texture. T̂ t is computed by projecting
fT onto a 9 band SH subspace (L=8), reducing the dimensionality of the
texture space by 97% and smoothing the texture. To use RGB color, the
three color channels λ = {R, G, B} are modeled as three separate SH.

Since rotation of the SH texture is simplified according to Eq. (2),
finding the most likely orientation ϕ̂t given the SH texture model from
the previous time step T t−1 and the current texture measurement T̂ t

is straightforward and can be solved by minimizing the SSE in Eq. (5)
for ϕ̂t using a quasi-Newton approach like BFGS [28].

X
λ

X
l

X
m

T̂ l;m;λ
t e−imϕ̂−T l;m;λ

t−1

� �2
ð5Þ

A Kalman filter update of ϕt
− using ϕ̂t gives the final orientation ϕt.

The texture model T t is learned over time by exponential decay
using learning rate αT :

T t ¼ 1−αTð ÞT t−1 þ αT T̂ t : ð6Þ

However, to prevent over representation of the first sampled tex-
tures in T t , iterative averaging is used to learn T t as long as tb 1

αT
, as

shown in Eq. (7).

T t ¼
t−1
t

T t−1 þ
1
t
T̂ t : ð7Þ

Combining models and measurements over time requires each
measurement to be rotated into a canonical orientation, matching the
model. By sampling the texture using the rotated shape model Sϕ

t−1,
T̂ t is in a canonical orientation and can directly be combined with
T t−1 . An example of a sampled texture, its SH reconstruction and a
learned texture after 100 frames can be found in Fig. 3.

3.3.2. 3D shape estimation
Using orientation ϕt, the SH shape model St can be computed. First,

the SH shape measurement Ŝt at time t is constructed by transforming
visual hull Ht into a spherical function fS and projecting this function
onto the SH space. To reduce feature dimensionality and simulta-
neously smooth the shape representation, the first 17 bands of the SH
space (L=16) are used for projection, reducing feature dimensionality
by 90%. Examples of a person's visual hull, the spherical function derived
from that visual hull and the reconstruction of the SH representation of
the spherical function can be seen in Fig. 4(a)–(c). The top-down views
showing the person facing to the left clearly show the excess volume
created by volume carving due to shape ambiguities. While Fig. 4(e)
shows that, in this frame, the person stands straight with his arms
alongside his torso, the top-down view of the 3D volume shows sig-
nificant extrusions of the estimated shape on the front and back of the
person.

Estimating the rigid body over time is done by averaging shape
estimates over time, decreasing the influence of non-rigid body parts
on the estimated body shape. Since arms and legs will have different
positions over time, theywill be averaged out in thefinal shape estimate
as can be seen in Fig. 4(d). To combine shape models and measure-
ments, they have to be in canonical orientation. Since the shape is rep-
resented in SH components, rotation is straightforward (as mentioned
in Section 3.2) and does not yield rotation artifacts which would occur
when rotating objects in the discrete volume space consisting of cubic
voxels in a regular grid. The rotated SH shape measurement Ŝϕ

t is



Fig. 3. Examples taken from the person shown in Fig. 7(c) at frame 100, corresponding to Fig. 4. (a) Sampled texture (55 × 55 pixels, 3025 parameters). (b) Reconstructed 9 band (81
parameters) SH texture representation. (c) Learned SH texture after 100 frames (81 parameters).
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computed as shown in Eq. (8) (line 27 in Algorithm 1), in accordance
with (2):

Ŝϕ
t ¼ Ŝte

−imϕt : ð8Þ

The rigid body shape modelSt at time t is computed over time by it-
eratively combining Ŝϕ

t for all time steps under exponential decay, as
shown in Eq. (9)

S0 ¼ Ŝ0;

St ¼ 1−αSð ÞSt−1 þ αSŜ
ϕ
t

ð9Þ

The shape learning rate, αS, is split up in two parts: one for growing
themodel and one for shrinking it. Because volume carving reconstruc-
tions are convex, artifacts in the reconstruction are muchmore likely to
consist of extrusions of the actual shape than of indentations. Therefore,
measuring an indentation in Ŝϕ

t compared to St−1 conveys more infor-
mation about the actual object shape than when measuring an extru-
sion. This is reflected in the learning rates. The learning rate for
surface points that are more indented in Ŝϕ

t than in St−1 is set to 0.4.
The learning rate for more extruded surface points is set to 0.01. In
Fig. 4. Examples taken from the person shown in Fig. 7(c). Green lines on the groundplane show
line represents the person's principal axis and is 2 m high. (a)–(d) show a top-down view of t
figures are shown at the same scale. (a) Person visual hullH. (b) Spherical shape function using
shape representation. (d) Learned shape model after 100 frames, mapped with sampled textu
Fig. 4(a), a small artifact is visible near the head of the person. While
this artifact gives rise to an erroneous extrusion in the spherical function
(Fig. 4(b)) and its SH representation (Fig. 4(c)), the learned bodymodel
in Fig. 4(d) shows no influence of this artifact. The figure furthermore
shows that themodel was able to learn a good approximation of the ac-
tual person's volume.
3.3.3. Iterative orientation estimation
The estimate of the current body orientation made by using Eq. (5)

allows for an iterative orientation optimization scheme. Since the
texture measurement T̂ t is sampled by using the reconstruction of
St−1, oriented according to the Kalman filter prediction ϕt

− instead of
the final estimate ϕt, the sampled texture might be distorted.

In order to optimize the estimation of the person orientation, texture
sampling and orientation estimation are repeated multiple times. Each
time, the reconstruction of St−1 is rotated by using the most likely ori-
entation estimate ϕ̂t of the previous iteration. While the estimate gets
closer to the true orientation, the SSE gets smaller and the difference
between orientation estimates reduces. Optimization is stopped when
the difference between consecutive orientation estimates is less than
0.001 rad or 10 iterations have been done. In Fig. 4, red lines on the
the ground truth orientation. Red lines show the estimated orientation. The vertical black
he person facing to the left (top) as well as from a perspective matching (e) (bottom). All
55 × 55 surface points (3025 parameters). (c) Reconstructed 17 band (289 parameters) SH
re. (e) Person modeled.

image of Fig.�4
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ground plane show the resulting orientation estimate on a single frame,
while green lines show the ground truth orientation.

St−1 could be updated every iteration by using Ŝϕ
t , rotated by the

previous iteration's estimate of ϕ̂t . However, while the orientation
estimate is suboptimal, an incorrectly rotated version Ŝϕ

t might result
in a more distorted shape estimate instead of an improved estimate.

4. Experiments

We evaluate how the SH texture representation, shape information
and the iterative estimation procedure influence the quality of the esti-
mated orientation. To this end, our method is compared to a state-of-
the-art approach as well as to an alternative method. The first method
is based on the Panoramic Appearance Map (PAM) [5]. A fixed size cyl-
inderwith a diameter of 35 cmand a height of 2m,fitting tightly around
a person's torso, is used for sampling the person's texture. This is much
smaller than the 1 m diameter cylinder used for segmenting the person
of interest from the volume space mentioned in Section 3.3, but while
the volume segmentation should contain all voxels belonging to the
reconstructed person, the PAM cylinder should capture as little back-
ground as possible to generate stable textures. Orientation is estimated
in a generate-and-test fashion by sampling 360 textures using 1° orien-
tation difference andmaking a per-pixel weighted comparison between
all textures and a learned texture model. The orientation of the best
matching texture sample is used as the object orientation.

As a secondary, alternative method, we combine the cylinder based
shapemodel with our SH based texture representation and use the iter-
ative orientation estimation from Section 3.3.3. This method will be re-
ferred to as ‘cylinder shapewith SH texture’. Like ourmethod, both PAM
and the cylinder shape with SH texture provide relative orientation es-
timates with respect to the initial person orientation.

The following settings are used for the experiments. Textures are
sampled in standard RGB colorspace. Preliminary experiments were
done using both normalized RGB and C-invariant color spaces [31],
but the overall best results were obtained using standard RGB. The
voxelspace has a resolution of 2 × 2 × 2 cm/voxel. Textures and shapes
are sampled at a resolution of 55 × 55 surface points (3025 parameters)
and a texture learning rateαT ¼ 0:05 is used. For the methods using SH
based textures 9 SH bands (81 parameters) are used for texture repre-
sentation. For the SH shape representation 17 SH bands (289 parame-
ters) are used. For all methods, each frame's orientation estimate is
constrained to be within 30° of the previous frame's estimate.

Experiments are done on three artificial datasets as well as on a real-
world dataset. Doing experiments on artificial data allows us to test dif-
ferent aspects of the algorithms such as the influence of shape estima-
tion and the use of SH for the texture representation.

As a measure of the orientation estimation performance, the Root
Mean Squared (RMS) error between the ground truth orientation and
Fig. 5. (a) Synthetic texture with vertical blacked-out bar simulating missing informati
the estimated orientation is used. The difference in orientation is com-
puted by using the angular difference between the two orientation an-
gles. This ensures a correct error computation considering angular
wrap-around (0° = 360°).

4.1. Synthetic texture

The first artificial dataset uses a pre-generated 2D texture image,
shown in Fig. 5(a), in order to test the performance of texture based
orientation estimation. Using a fixed texture ensures that the measure-
ments are not influenced by inaccurate shape estimates and the texture
sampling method. A texture of 360 × 360 pixels is used, allowing for 1°
rotations. Rotation is simulated by circular shifting of this texture a
number of pixels to the right at each time step. For two runs of the ex-
periment a static black area is added to simulate a static sampling occlu-
sion (e.g. a part of the object not seen by any camera), shown as a
vertical blacked-out bar in Fig. 5(a). The orientation estimationmethods
treat this part of the texture as if no information is available for this re-
gion. Orientation is estimatedmaking use of a 55× 55 pixel resized ver-
sion of the texture to simulate sampling. One run is done with a fully
visible texture and 1° rotation per iteration. Two runs are done with
the occluded texture using either 1° or 7° rotation per iteration. Since
shape has no role in this experiment, we only compare between PAM
making use of generate-and-test based orientation estimation, and the
SH texture making use of our iterative orientation estimation.

Fig. 6(a) shows the RMS error per frame for the different scenarios
and methods. When using the fully visible texture, estimation results
are as good as perfect. As is to be expected, the generate-and-test
based method (not shown in the graph) does a perfect job here. The
lightly jagged profile of the error of the SH basedmethod on this texture
is an effect of the fact that the downsampled texture is used to estimate
1° orientation shifts.When the original 360 pixel wide texture is shifted
1 pixel per degree, the changes in the downsampled texture (shifted
about 0.15 pixels per degree) are very small. The SH based method
does not pick up on this shift until the downsampled texture is shifted
1 pixel.

When a part of the texture is blacked-out, the SH based method is
outperformed by the generate-and-test based method. The SH based
texture model takes slightly longer to learn, causing a higher error for
the first few frames. Tests with an increasing number of SH texture
components produce similar results, suggesting that the SH texture
combinedwith the iterative orientation estimation procedure is less ac-
curate than the generate-and-test based method when the estima-
tion task is this much simplified. After the initial offset in error, both
methods show a similar gradual increase in the orientation error over
time. This is an artifact of doing relative orientation estimation. The
use of an incrementally updated texture model as the reference makes
it hard to compensate a drift in the estimated orientation over time.
on. (b) Rendered cylinder. (c) Rendered human. (d) Rendered articulated human.
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Drifting estimates are caused by inaccurate texture matches due to the
blacked-out patch, combined with a learning rate that includes this
shift into the model.

4.2. Rendered scenes

The second artificial dataset shows a rendered scene containing
a textured, rotating cylinder (Fig. 5(b)). For the last artificial dataset,
a scene showing a rotating textured human model is rendered
(Fig. 5(c)–(d)). The camera viewpoints and calibration for these
scenes are the same as for the real-world data, as is the image resolution
of 752 × 560 pixels. In all scenes, the object is kept positioned at one
location in the scene. For both the rendered cylinder and the human
models, sequences are generated by using either 1° or 7° rotation per
frame. In one cylinder sequence, the cylinder incrementally stands
still, rotates left, stands still and rotates right for 50 frames each. In the
last human model sequence, the model is rotated 1° per frame while
the limbs show walking motion (Fig. 5(d)).

The system setup for the methods compared is the same as for the
real-world experiments, except for the person tracking and detection
part. Since foreground segmentation is provided and perfect, the vol-
ume reconstruction of the rendered scene only contains the reconstruc-
tion of the object of interest. Therefore, the object location is computed
as the center of the principle axis of the reconstructed scene. In the cyl-
inder sequences and the first two human sequences, the assumption of
a rigid body is fully met. In the last human sequence, rigidity only holds
for the torso and head. This allows evaluation of the influence of shape
estimation under the rigid body assumption.

Fig. 6(b) shows the RMS error per frame for the rendered cylinder
data as well as for the human model data. For the cylinder scenario,
the SH texture with cylindrical shape model benefits from its matching
shape model. No time is needed for the methods to adapt to the object
shape, resulting in well sampled textures from the first frame on. PAM
also has this benefit, but suffers from texture sampling artifacts re-
sulting in a higher error rate. The low dimensional SH texture is able
to learn a more general texture model, resulting in better performance.
For this scenario, our method has a drawback from having to estimate
the object shape, resulting in lower performance than the SH texture
with cylindrical shape model, but it still performs on-par with PAM.

Like in the previous experiment, a gradual increase in error is visible
for all methods for both the cylinder shape scenarios as well as the
human shape scenarios. Picking the correct learning rate for the shape
and texture model can compensate for this to some degree, but over
time the error is likely to converge toward the random error.

For the humanmodel, and specifically the articulated humanmodel,
the cylindrical assumption does not hold. It causes continuous distor-
tions in the texture, giving rise to drifting orientation estimates. While
the need to learn the shape of the object in our method seems to be a
drawback for simple shapes, experiments on the more complicated
human shape model show the benefit of modeling the object shape to-
gether with the texture. Our full SH model shows similar performance
on the cylindrical shape and the human shape, but the methods using
the cylindrical shape model have a clear decline in performance for
the more complex object. The shape estimation still takes time to
adapt to the shape, but in the end gives a more stable shape model to
sample the texture from.

4.3. Real-world scenes

The real-world data consists of about 2800 frames, distributed over
12 scenarios recorded in an open, outdoors environment with uncon-
trollable illumination. Three cameras with fully overlapping views are
used recording at 20Hz.While some scenarios featuremultiple persons,
orientation estimation is only performed for one person. The nine differ-
ent persons involved in the scenes can be found in Fig. 7(a)–(i), while
Fig. 7(j) shows sample frames from three scenarios and all camera
viewpoints.

Ground-truth (GT) for the real-world data is created by annotating
17 distinctive locations (joint and head positions) on the body of each
person of interest in each camera. A fully articulated 3D person model
is fitted onto these annotated points by using least-squares optimiza-
tion. Themodel's torso orientation is taken to be the person body facing
direction. Doing this for a regular interval of frames results in a position-
al accuracy of about 4 cm.

For the experiments on this dataset a third, classifier based orienta-
tion estimation method is added. This method, introduced by [13], uses
a classifier combiningHOG-based features to get an absolute orientation
estimate per frame, with respect to a fixed 3D coordinate system. It is
complementary to our method, using a fundamentally different way
of orientation estimation, and is added as a reference for absolute orien-
tation estimationmethods. It uses a mixture of four orientation experts,
each trained on images showing pedestrians in one of four canonical
orientations (front, back, left, right). The experts' classification results
are used as weights in a Gaussian Mixture Model, creating a full 360°
orientation probability density function (pdf). A maximum likelihood
estimate derived from this pdf is used as the final orientation estimate.
The experts are trained making use of data kindly provided by the au-
thors of [13]. We generate regions of interest in the 2D images based
on the projection of the volume reconstruction of the person of interest
onto the camera plane. Orientation estimates per camera are combined
into a 3D orientation estimate using the camera calibration. Applying
the constraint on the maximum difference in estimated orientation be-
tween consecutive frames to the classifier based approach is done by
limiting the range of the pdfwhen computing the maximum likelihood
orientation. Since the classifier based approach is time independent by
nature, we also test this method without applying the 30° orientation
constraint. For both versions, the results have been Kalman filtered
resulting in more stable and smooth orientation estimates over time.

Finally, results of the version of our method as presented in [26] are
added for comparison. This version uses manually generated ‘optimal’
foreground segmentations to create the volume reconstruction and
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Fig. 7. (a)–(i) The 9 persons used in the 12 scenarios. (j) Samples of scenarios, showing the 3 camera viewpoints and 3 scenarios.
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does not make use of RCTA+ tracking results. Results from this method
are referred to as ‘SH shape and texture (manual fg)’.

Fig. 8 shows how the number of SH bands used influences orienta-
tion estimation performance for our method. Orientation estimation
has been performed for all scenarios, using 5, 9, 13, 17 or 25 bands for
both the SH texture and the SH shape (L∈ {4, 8, 12, 16, 24}). This results
in 25 performance measurements. Using a small number of bands has a
clear negative impact on performance. This is shown by the blue line
(only 5 shape bands) and the first part of the green and red lines
(only 5 texture bands). However, a comparison with the cyan and
magenta lines shows that using less bands for shape has a larger impact
in performance than using less bands for texture. This is due to the fact
that the texture depends on the shape for sampling, and gets more
distorted when using less shape SH. For higher numbers of bands (17,
25), adding extra bands has limited influence on performance since
the extra details modeled by the SH representation get decreasingly rel-
evant. For the rest of the experiments 9 texture SH bands and 17 shape
SH bands are used, balancing performance and computational efficien-
cy. Using more bands results in a slight increase in performance at the
cost of muchmore parameters (e.g. using 25 instead of 17 bands results
in 625 instead of 289 parameters).

Fig. 9 shows the RMS error per frame for the real-world data,
computed over all scenarios. This differs from the results shown in
Fig. 4(a) in [26]where themoving RMS error over timewas used, giving
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Fig. 8. RMS error over all scenarios and all frames for different numbers of texture and
shape SH bands. Showing RMS error for all combinations of 5, 9, 13, 17 and 25 SH texture
and shape bands (L ∈ {4, 8, 12, 16, 24}).
amore smoothed view of the performance. Since not all sequences have
the same length, vertical dashed lines indicate the points where scenar-
ios end and the RMS error is taken over fewer scenarios. Please note that
since our method, PAM and the cylinder shape with SH texture all pro-
vide relative orientation estimatesw.r.t. the first frame, their error is de-
fined to be 0 at that point. Because the classifier based approach gives an
absolute orientation estimate for each frame, it also shows an error for
the first frame.

Measured over all scenarios, our method shows better performance
compared to the other relative orientation methods for almost all
frames. Only the version of our method from [26] performs better,
which is expected because of the ‘optimal’ foreground segmentations.
In the first 40 frames the error rises quickly because of sub-optimal
shape and texture models. After this, the error for our method seems
to stabilize while the other errors keep rising. A comparison with the
method using the cylinder together with SH texture shows that our
method benefits from modeling the shape of the person. Representing
the texture in low-dimensional SH space gives a comparable perfor-
mance to PAM's full texture approach while the 9 SH bands reduce the
number of features by 97%. However, when the person being tracked
has a low-contrast appearance like the one shown in Fig. 7(e), the SH
texture lacks detail.

The relative orientation estimation methods using a fixed shape
model exhibit a significantly stronger error increase over time. This ef-
fect is similar to the one seen in the experiments using the synthetically
rendered human model. The incorrect shape model causes more noise
in the sampled texture, causing a larger deviation in the estimated ori-
entation over time. Around frame 350, a jump in the RMS error for
PAM and the cylinder shape with SH texture is visible. This is caused
by the ending of the scenario with the person shown in Fig. 7(h),
who's repetitive shirt pattern poses an issue for PAM.

Directly comparing results between the classifier based, absolute es-
timation methods and the relative estimation methods is difficult, be-
cause of the different nature of these methods. In the short term, the
frame-by-frame absolute orientation estimates show a bit more erratic
behavior. The error spikes show the sensitivity of the classifier based
method to orientation ambiguities between opposite orientations
(errors of about 180°), caused by the ambiguity in person shape when
viewed from the front or the back. In the long term however, the abso-
lute nature of the method makes it invulnerable to drifting of the
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orientation estimate. For the relative methods, the error is likely to con-
verge to the random error over time since they lack a fixed reference
point. Constraining the orientation difference per frame for the classifier
based method dampens the erratic behavior and seems to result in
slightly more stable orientation estimates.

Fig. 10 shows eachmethod's cumulative error distribution, obtained
by binning the errors over all frames. Our method clearly outperforms
the other relative estimationmethodswith respect to the error distribu-
tion. Only our method using manually created foreground segmen-
tations shows better performance. This graph confirms that PAM
has the poorest error rates over all. The cylinder shape and SH texture
method specifically shows less mid-range errors between 30° and
100° compared to PAM, while our method consistently shows less
large errors than the other two relative estimation methods. The
graph also confirms the classifier approaches' sensitivity to errors
around 180°, shown by the final increase of the graph from 140° on-
wards. This matches the results from Fig. 6 of [13].

As a final measure, the RMS error measured over all scenarios and
all frames together is computed for all methods. These results can be
found in Table 1. When comparing the relative orientation estima-
tion methods, the method using manual foreground segmentations
performs best. However, using tracking results instead of manually
created foreground segmentations only gives a slight performance loss
of 6°. Of the methods using real tracking results, our method shows
the lowest average error, followed by the cylinder shape with SH tex-
ture with a 16° higher RMS error. These results show that relative
orientation estimation benefits from the low dimensional SH texture
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representation and shapemodeling. For the classifier based approaches,
the constrained version shows the lowest error.

An example of the orientation estimation performance on a frame-
to-frame basis in one scenario is shown in Fig. 11. In order not to clutter
the graph too much, we only show the constrained classifier results
here, since it gave the most stable results in the previous experiments.
The graph demonstrates that our method follow the GT orientation
closely, while both PAM and the cylinder with SH texture method drift
away from the GT. Around frame 40, the person jumps up and down
and bends over, resulting in a bad match between the cylindrical
shapemodel and the actual person shape. This causes a drift in the esti-
mated orientation for PAM, which cannot be compensated. While PAM
still follows the curve of the GT orientation for the rest of the scene, the
offset remains. The SH texturemodel showsmore robustness to this de-
formation, resulting in a much smaller drift for the cylinder model with
SH texture. Around frame 110, the tracked person is occluded in one of
the cameras causing a slight drift in orientation for the cylinder shape
with SH texture model. Our method shows more robustness to this oc-
clusion. The method usingmanually created foreground segmentations
follows the GT a bit more closely than ourmethod for most of the scene,
but does not show significantly better performance. The classifier based
approach does a reasonable job following the GT, but its frame-wise es-
timation approach causes a bit more erratic orientation estimates
resulting in less accurate Kalman filtered results.

All experiments were done on a single core of a 2.6 Ghz Intel Xeon
CPU. Average processing times were: 9.5 s/fr for our method, 1 s/fr
for PAM, 1.7 s/fr for the cylinderwith SH texture and 0.7 s/fr for the clas-
sifier based approach. Volume carving and computation of the spherical
shape function took about 8 s of the 9.5 s our method needs per frame,
using a crude implementation. A large speed improvement is possible
by using a GPU implementation. The classifier based approach was
implemented in C++, while the other methods contain unoptimized
Matlab code.
Table 1
RMS error for each method, measured over all scenarios and all frames together.

Method RMS error

SH shape and texture (our method) 40°
PAM [5] 62°
Cylinder shape, SH texture 56°
SH shape and texture (manual fg) [26] 34°
Classifier [13] 55°
Classifier (constrained) 50°
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5. Conclusion

We presented a novel approach for estimating the relative person
orientation, based on a low dimensional shape and texture representa-
tion using Spherical Harmonics; this involves a reduction in the number
of appearance modeling parameters by 90–97%. Results on synthetic
data show that, when the object shape is rigid and known in advance,
fixed shape models combined with a learned SH texture model offer
the best orientation estimation performance. However, when the object
shape is not entirely rigid or precisely known, like in the case of a
person's body, the addition of a learned SH shape model is beneficial.

Results could be improved by using more advanced inference
methods like particle filters instead of the maximum likelihood ap-
proach employed here. The SH based orientation estimation could be
extended to estimate the object's rotation along all axis. Finally, the fu-
sion of our relative orientation estimates with classifier based absolute
orientation estimates might further improve performance.
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